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By Angela Wilson

Createspace, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. A Crown Holder wins begins the race even begins. A crown signifies
royalty, beauty and splendor. An internationally recognized symbol of sovereignty at the very sight
of it! In the highly anticipated second edition in the sassy, inspirational Miss Thang! book series,
Angela delivers a powerful message with her signature sassy style to inspire women to not only find
their crown, but keep it! Creatively, Crown Holder speaks to the heart of every woman with
relatable, everyday issues. Baring her soul, these pages will not only enlighten you, but encourage
you to strut your crown like the queen. With biblical scripture masterfully mixed with experience
and a young woman s perspective, chapter after chapter can be applied to every readers lifestyle.
With a easy to read, girlfriend style format, you ll learn. * the secret to confidence and self love *
how to dress the part * watch the company you keep * how to effectively chase your dreams and
achieve them * guard your heart * accept no substitutions for Gods best for you Journey with
Angela to your perfected destiny!...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is very gripping and fascinating. We have read and that i am certain that i am going to going to read once more again in the future. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- B ur nice Cr onin-- B ur nice Cr onin

A brand new e-book with a new viewpoint. I actually have read and so i am certain that i am going to gonna read again once more later on. I am quickly
could get a pleasure of studying a published ebook.
-- Ana sta sia  K er luke-- Ana sta sia  K er luke
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